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Randomized Item Response Theory Models
Jean-Paul Fox
University of Twente
The randomizedresponse (RR)techniqueis often used to obtain answers on sensitive questions.A new methodis developedto measurelatentvariables using the
RR techniquebecause direct questioningleads to biased results. Withinthe RR
technique is the probability of the true response modeled by an item response
theory (IRT)model. TheRR techniquelinks the observed item response with the
true item response.Attitudescan be measuredwithoutknowingthe true individual answers. This approach makes also a hierarchical analysis possible, with
explanatoryvariables,given observedRRdata.All modelparameterscan be estimated simultaneouslyusing Markov chain Monte Carlo. The randomizeditem
response techniquewas applied in a studyon cheating behavior of studentsat a
Dutch University.In this study,it is of interestif students'cheating behaviordiffers across studies and if there are indicators that can explain differences in
cheating behaviors.
Keywords: analysis of variance, item response theorymodel, Markovchain Monte Carlo
(MCMC),randomeffects, randomizedresponse

The collection of data through surveys on highly personal and sensitive issues
may lead to answeringrefusals and false responses, making inferences difficult.
Obtainingvalid andreliableinformationdependson the cooperationof the respondents, andthe willingness of the respondentsdependson the confidentialityof their
responses. Warner(1965) developed a datacollection procedure,the randomized
response (RR) technique,that allows researchersto obtain sensitive information
while guaranteeingprivacyto respondents.For example, a randomizingdevice is
used to select a questionfrom a groupof questionsandthe respondentanswersthe
selected question. The respondentis protectedbecause the interviewer will not
know which question is being answered.Warner'sand related approacheswere
specifically developed to hide answersof the respondentsand to estimateproportions and relatedconfidence intervalsin the population(Elffers, van der Heijden,
& Hezemans,2003; van der Heijden,van Gils, Bouts, & Hox, 2000).
In some applications,randomizedresponsedatacanbe hierarchicallystructured,
and there is an interest in group differences regardingsome sensitive individual
characteristic.One could think of an applicationwhere it is of interestto know if
cheatingbehaviordiffersacrossfacultiesor if social securityfraudis morelikely to
appear in groups with certain characteristics.However, the usual randomized
responsemodels do not allow a hierarchicaldata analysis of the RR data. Statistical methods for hierarchicallystructureddata, for example analysis of variance
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(ANOVA) or multilevel analysis, cannot be applied because the true individual
responsesare unknown.The trueitem responsesare definedas the item responses
thatwould havebeen obtainedwhen directlyaskingsensitivequestionsgiven truthful answersof therespondents.In most situations,it canbe assumedthatdirectquestioning, for obtainingsensitive information,leads to biasedresults.
It is shown that this problemcan be circumventedwhen item response theory
(IRT)is used for modelingthe trueresponsesto a set of items. An IRTmodel specifies the probabilityof a respondentachieving a score on an item, as a function of
the respondent'scontinuousvaluedunobservable(latent)attitudeanditem parameters (Lord& Novick, 1968). The RR model relatesthe observedRR datawith the
true item response data. The proposed method enables researchersto performa
hierarchicalanalysis of some underlyingcharacteristicor attitudemeasuredby a
set of randomizeditem responses.
It is well knownthatdatacollection by meansof directquestioningoften results
in biased estimates when asking sensitive questions. Furthermore,the RR techniqueestimatorsof the populationproportionshave largerstandarderrorsthanestimatorsfrom directquestioning.Therefore,Scheers and Dayton (1988) developed
a covariaterandomizedresponsemodel. The RR techniqueestimationis improved
by using a covariatethatcorrelateswith the individuallatentcharacteristicor attitude.This techniqueis easily incorporatedin the proposedmethodusing IRT.That
is, covariates concerning individual or group characteristicscan be taken into
account in the estimation of the true individual sensitive attitudesgiven the randomized responses. However, it is also possible the otherway around,to explore
characteristicsthat can be held responsiblefor individualdifferences in attitudes.
Therefore, the differential influence of individual and group characteristicson
sensitive characteristicscan be investigated.
This article can be divided into three parts.In the first part,the proposedrandomizeditem responsetheory(RIRT)model is describedfor the Warnertechnique
and the unrelated-questiontechnique (Greenberg,Abul-Ela, Simons, & Horvitz,
1969). A descriptionis given of the incorporationof covariatesand the hierarchical RIRT model. The second partshows an applicationof the hierarchicalRIRT
model to dataon cheatingbehaviorof studentsat a Universityin the Netherlands.
In the final part,a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimationprocedureis
describedfor estimating simultaneouslyall parametersof the hierarchicalRIRT
model. As a result, the extra varianceinduced by the RR techniqueis taken into
accountin the estimationof the otherparameters.
The Randomized Item Response Model
The commonly used RR models, Warner'smodel and the unrelated-question
model, areextendedwith an IRTmodel to give rise to a hierarchicalanalysisof the
underlyingattitude.
The WarnerModel
In the data collection procedure,a randomdevice is used in such a way that a
respondent answers one of two randomly selected questions. Furthermore,the
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respondentdoes not reveal the question that has been selected. When answering
a set of items, each item is presentedin a positively and negatively worded form.
Let ntdenotethe trueprobabilityof giving a positive response(Y= 1) andp denote
the known probabilityof selecting a particularquestion of an item based on the
randomizationdevice. It follows that
P(Y = 1) = pn + (1 - p)(l -

).

(1)

Froma sampleof responses,the trueprobabilityof a positive responsein the population,nt, can be estimated(Warner,1965) given the observedresponses.In a different perspective,it couldbe statedthatthetrueitemresponse,denotedas 5, thatwould
have been obtainedby means of directquestioningis missing. Only the observed
responsey is obtainedbecauseof the interferenceof the randomizationdevice.
IRT models are commonly used for measuringattitudesor abilities given item
responses.Obviously, an IRT model can be used to measurea (sensitive) characteristicif the trueitem responsesare observed.Supposethatrespondents,indexed
ij (i = 1, ... , nj,j = 1, ..., J), arenestedin groups,indexed(j= 1, ..., J). The true
item responsesto the k = 1, ..., K items are capturedin a matrixy. It is assumed
thatthe set of items are composedto measuresome underlyingattitude0. According to a two-parameter(normalogive) IRTmodel:the probabilityof a truepositive
responseon item k of a respondent,indexed ij, with attitudelevel Oij,is given by
P (Yik = I ak, bk) =
I(ak1ij bk),
I 0j,

(2)

where akand bkare the item parametersmeasuringthe discriminatingpower and
difficulty of item k, and (D denotes the standardcumulativedistributionfunction.
An item with high discriminatingpower resultsin high scores of respondentswith
high attitude level and low scores of respondents with low attitudelevel. The
respondentsscore aboutthe same when the discriminatingpower is low. Respondents score poorly on items with a high difficultyparameterandwell on items with
a low difficultyparameter.
The normalogive model,Equation2, is easily integratedin Warner's model.Itfollows thatthe probabilityof a positiveresponseon item k for a studentindexedij is
- Tijk),
P(Yik = 1)ijk
= plijk + ( - p)(X1

(3)

where itijk = P (Yijk = 1 I ij, ak, bk). In this randomized item response theory
(RIRT) model, Equation3, the true nonobserveditem responses are modeled by
an IRT model, and they are linked to the observed item responses via Warner's
RR technique.
The whole concept becomes clearerthrougha probabilitytree. In Figure 1 it is
shown how a true response to item k of a person indexed ij leads to an observed
item response according to the RIRT model based on Warner's RR technique.
First, the value of the unobservedtrue response yijk depends on the value of the
latent attitude,0i and the item parameters.Second, the observed item response
191
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FIGURE 1. Probability tree of the RIRTmodel using Warner'sRR technique.

depends on a probabilityp attributableto the interferenceof the randomization
device. For example, the respondent,with attitudelevel Oi, gives a positive true
(latent) response on item k with probability4(aki - bk). A negative response is
observedwith a probability1 - p.
The Unrelated-QuestionModel
In the unrelated-questionmodel, the respondentreplies to one of the two questions, but one of the questionsis completelyinnocuousandunrelatedto the under192
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lying characteristic.Greenberget al. (1969) assumed that the respondentmight
be more truthfulwhen using the unrelated-questiontechnique.In the most simple
form, the outcome of the unrelatedquestion is known, andthe correspondingproportionof positive answersis alreadyknown. So, the object is to estimatethe true
proportionof positive responses on the sensitive question. This follows in a natural way in the forced alternativemethod (Fox & Tracy, 1986). The randomized
device determineswhether the respondentis forced to answer positively, negatively, or to answer the sensitive question. For example, in the study described
below, concerning cheating behavior of studentsat a Dutch University two dice
were used. The respondentswere asked to roll two dice and answer "yes" if the
sum of the outcomes were 2 or 3, answer the sensitive question if the sum were
between 3 and 11, and answer "no"if the sum were 12. Letpi be the probability
that the respondenthas to answerthe sensitive question andp2 be the probability
of a forced positive response given that a forced response has to be given. Here,
pl = 3/4 andp2 = 2/3. So, the probabilityof observing a positive response on item
k from respondentij, that is Yijk= 1, is
P(Yijk= 1) = 3/4tijk + 1/4 2/3.

(4)

The probabilitytijkrepresentsthe probabilityon a positive responsewhen directly
asking the sensitive question.Again, an IRT model can be used to model the true
item responses.
In Figure2 on page 194, a probabilitytree is given thatpresentsthe relationship
between the trueresponseandthe observedresponse.For example, therearethree
ways of observinga positive response.With a probability tijk,a positive response
is given on the sensitive question, with probabilityp,, this response is also
observed, and with probability(1 - p1)p2, a forced positive response is observed.
With probability1 - ltijk a negative responseon the sensitive questionis given, but
a forced positive response is observed with probability(1 - P1)P2.The graphdisplays all possible outcomes with probabilities.
The forced alternativemethod is comparativelyeasy for respondentsto comprehend.Furthermore,it can be safely assumedthat the values of the parameters
p, andp2 areknown. In the unrelated-questionmodel, it is not always clear if these
parametersare known withouterroror have to be estimated.When asking an unrelatedquestionconcerninga characteristicof the respondents,the populationunder
surveymay have changedor may be slightly differentfrom a largerpopulationfor
whom the proportionof positive responsesis known.
A Hierarchical RIRT Model
There are at least two interestingextensions of the describedRIRT model. In
the first,the populationproportionsof the true positive responses may vary from
groupto group.This way it can be investigatedif the proportionsof truepositive
responses, regardinga particularitem, differs per group.In the second extension,
the population attitude means may differ. Then, interest is focused on attitude
differencesbetween groups.
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FIGURE 2. Probability tree of the RIRTmodel using the unrelated-questionmodel.

ANOVAof PopulationProportions
It is assumed that the groups are randomlyselected from a largerpopulation.
Then, the true mean populationproportionscan be brokendown in a group contribution,a randomgroupeffect plus a generalpopulationmean, and a deviation
for each respondentfromtheirgroup'scontribution.Considerthe responsesto item
k. Let tijkdenote the probabilityon a positive true item responsedefinedin Equation 2. It follows that
Q~-I'(ijk)

•

k C+ jk + Eijk,

(5)

where -kis the generalmean, consideringall responsesto item k, and Cjkis the random group effect. The randomeffects may be transformed, kjk= k C
- Cjk,where
the
mean.
assumed
It
is
that
and
general
Cjk
Eijk
V(0,9o). That
E2)
.(0,
;jk is
is, the responses of subjects in different groups are independent.The model in
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Equation 5 is a random effects model with a probit link for the true Bernoulli
response. Notice that the true Bernoulli responses, modeled by an IRT model in
Equation 2, are based on the randomized responses. The general mean is the
unweighted average of all group means and implies that the randomgroupeffect
Cjk has expected value zero. It is possible to extent the model in Equation 5 by
introducingindividualrespondentor groupcharacteristics.They can explain differences between the individual probabilities, or increase the accuracy of the
correspondingestimates.
ANOVAof IndividualAttitudes
Test or questionnairesareused to measureindividualattitudesthatare sensitive
in nature.Therefore,an RR technique is used because it is expected that certain
questionselicit eitherwrong answersor noncooperationfrom the respondent.The
extension of an RR model with an IRT model includes latent attitudes of the
respondents.The second model extension concernsthe latentattitudes.
When the respondentsarenested in groups,it can be assumedthatdifferentattitudes are more alike when they belong to the same group.Assume thatthe groups
are sampledfrom a largerpopulationof groups.Then, the model equationis
Oi = 0 + uj + eij,

(6)

0 - V(0, 2). Here, Yois the generalmean, and ujis the
where uj- N(0, o2), and eij
randomgroupeffect on the attitudeof the respondentindexed ij. Therearevarious
interestingpossibilities. For example, in the real dataexample describedbelow, it
was investigatedif groupmeanattitudesregardingcheatingdifferedacrossstudies.
In a fixed effect ANOVA, it can be tested if, for example, males are more willing
to commit social security fraud or if male students are more likely to cheat on
examination tests given RR data. When individual or group characteristicsare
available, the RIRT model can be extended to a multilevel model with a latent
dependentvariable.This model resemblesthe multilevel IRT model developedby
Fox (2004) andFox andGlas (2001), except thatherethe observationsareobtained
via an RR technique.A multilevel model describes the relationshipsbetween the
"outcome"variable(attitudes,abilities), group characteristics(group size, financial resources),andrespondents'characteristics(achievements,socialbackground).
Then,individualandgroupcharacteristicscan be used to exploredifferenceswithin
and between groupsregardingthe measuredattitudes.
Parameter Estimation
The hierarchicalRIRTmodelcontainsthreecomponents,a randomizedresponse
model, p(Y If), that relatesthe observeditem responseswith the trueunderlying
item responsesassumingthatthe probabilitiesconcerningthe randomizationdevice
areknown.An item responsemodel,p(W I0, a, b) for measuringthe underlyingattitudes. A structuralhierarchicalmodel,p(0 IX, W, P), whereX and W areindividual and group characteristics,respectively, and 1 are the fixed and/or random
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effects. This lastcomponentis the targetof inferenceandcomprehendsthe ANOVA
or multilevel analysisof the respondents'attitudes.
MCMCestimation(see, e.g., Gelfand & Smith, 1990; Geman& Geman, 1984;
Gilks, Richardson,& Spiegelhalter, 1996; Tanner& Wong, 1987) is a powerful
tool for estimation in complex models. An MCMC procedurecan be applied to
estimate simultaneouslyall model parameters.It requiresthe specificationof all
full conditionals, as described in the Appendix. Within the Bayesian analysis,
proper uninformativepriors are used. The exact specifications of the priors are
given in the example and in the Appendix. Simulated values from the posterior
distributionsare obtained using the Gibbs sampler.The sampled parametervalues can be used to estimate all model parameters,including the attitude of the
respondents.
The estimationproblemcan also be viewed as a missing dataproblem.The variable of interest,the latent attitudes,cannotbe observeddirectlybut usually inferences can be made from observed item responses. However, the observed data
consist of randomizeditem responses. So, the latent attitudes,as well as the true
item responsesare missing. A populartechniquefor handlingmissing datais multiple imputation,see, for example, Rubin (1987, 1996) or Mislevy (1991). Multiple imputationscan be used to replacemissing values with severalpotentialvalues
from its posteriordistribution.In summary,trueitem responsesare sampledgiven
the observedrandomizedresponses,andlatentparametervalues aresampledgiven
the sampledtrueitem responses.
Simulation
A simulationstudywas carriedout to assess the performanceof the Gibbs sampler. Thereafter,results are reportedof an example to illustratethe method. The
simulated data contained item responses of 1,000 respondents, say students,
20 groups, say schools. It was assumed that the
equally divided over j = 1,
.... an underlyingunidimensionalcharacteristic.The
k= 1
20 items measure
latent.....
variable0 was generatedvia a multilevel model, thatis,
+ eij
Oij= Oj+ jXij,

+ Uoj
Poj= Yoo
=
lj "

10+

Ulj,

(7)

whereei - %V(0,e,=1), anduj- V-(O,
T) withT a diagonalmatrixwithelements.1.
So, it was assumedthatthe underlyingattitudesof studentsin differentgroupswere
independent.The variableX can be seen as an individualbackgroundvariableand
was simulatedfrom a normaldistributionwith standarddeviation <IH.
Via a normal ogive model, Equation2, true item responses,V, were simulated,with item
discriminationparametersequal to one and difficulty parametersequal to zero.
Then, the forcedrandomizedresponsemethodwas used (see Figure2) to simulate
randomizeditem response dataY.
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One hundreddata sets were generated and analyzed using the Gibbs sampler.
All parameterestimates are based on 50, 000 iterations and a burn-inperiod of
5, 000 iterations. The convergence of the MCMC chains was checked using
the standardconvergence diagnostics from the Bayesian output analysis (BOA,
The BOA softwarecontainsthe Geweke
http://www.public-health.uiowa.edu/boa).
convergencetest, the Raftery-Lewistest, the Heidelberg-Welch,andthe halfwidth
test. The diagnostic tests and plots of the sampled values indicatedconvergence
of the MCMC chains. The log-posterior associated with each draw of (a, b, y,
ire,T) was computed. Moreover, two parallel MCMC samplers were ran using
dispersed initial values. Figure 3 shows sample paths of the log-posterior, the
fixed effect 0oo,
and the Level 1 standarddeviation e,of the RIRT model, corresponding to one of the simulated data sets. Each individual plot contains the
overlaid traces from both parallel chains for a single parameter.The quick mixing of the parametersare obvious, and it can be seen thatthe Gibbs samplerconverged within 5, 000 iterations. The corrected Gelman and Rubin convergence
diagnostic (Brooks & Gelman, 1998) also suggested good mixing within and
between chains. Notice that the mean estimate of the log-posterior values can
also be used to compute a Bayes factor.
In this Bayesian analysis, properbut independentnoninformativepriorswere
used. For the item parameters,a simultaneousnoninformativeproperprior was
definedensuringthateach item had a positive discriminationindex, see the Appendix for specificdetails.Then, normalpriorswere assignedto (y, j3)with very large
variancesto maketheirmeansirrelevant.A Wishartpriorwith smalldegreesof freedom, with the identitymatrixas the precisionmatrix,was assignedto T-1.Finally,a
gammapriorwas assignedto ae with smallvaluesfor the scale andshapeparameters.
In this simulationstudy, the simulated0 and item parametervalues were used
to simulaterandomizeditem responsedata,Y, and also used to simulatetrueitem
response data,Y, The trueitem response data were analyzedwithoutthe randomized responsetechnique.Figures4 and 5 on pages 199-200 presentthe estimated
sampleposteriormeanand95%credibleintervals(CI)of the discriminationanddifficultyparameter,respectively,given the trueitem responsedatain the upperpanel,
andgiven therandomizedresponsedatain the lowerpanel.The actualcoverage,that
is, the percentageof intervalsthatcontainedthe trueparametervalue arepresented
above each CI. The horizontaldashedline presentsthe trueitem parametervalues.
The item parameterswere estimated given the true item response data and the
randomizeditem response data. It can be seen that the Gibbs samplergives reasonable results,thatis, thereis a close agreementbetween the trueparametervalues and the estimatedmeans. The item parameterestimatesbased on the trueitem
response data have smaller credible intervals. Largerposterior variances were
computedfor the estimatesbased on the randomizedresponsedatabecausethereis
less informationavailablefrom each respondent.When increasingthe samplesize
of the randomizedresponsedatathe same precisioncan be obtained.Furthermore,
more efficient estimates are obtained when moving pl andp2 furtherapartfrom
each other.It is remarkablethatall estimatesof the discriminationparametersare
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FIGURE 3. Trace plots of the log-posterior, fixed effect Yoo,and the Level 1 standard
deviation corresponding to the RIRTmodel.

slightly above one. The model was identifiedby fixing the scale of the latentvariable and this could provoke the small amountof bias in the estimates of the discriminationparameters.To make the outcomes comparable,both models were
identifiedin the same way.
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FIGURE 4. Plots of the overall estimates and credible intervals of the discrimination
parameters, based on the simulatedtrue item response data and the randomizedresponse
data.

Table 1 gives the multilevelparameterestimates.The truegeneratedparametervalues are given underthe label Gen. The sampleestimatesof the multilevelparameters given the truelatentsimulatedvariable0 are given underthe label ML model.
These parameterestimateswere obtainedusing a Gibbssamplerfor estimatingthe
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FIGURE5. Plots of the overall estimates and credible intervalsof the difficultyparameters, based on the simulated true item response data and the randomizedresponse data.

parameters of multilevel model (see, e.g., Seltzer, Wong, & Bryk, 1996), with the
same kind of prior information. The sample posterior mean, posterior standard deviation, the 95% credible intervals, and the actual coverage, based on the randomized
response data, are given under the label RIRT model. Again, the sample posterior
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TABLE1
Results of SimulationStudyRegardingMultilevelModel Parameters.GeneratingValues,
Means and StandardErrors of Recovered Values

RIRTModel

Gen.

MLModel

Coeff.

M

SD

M

SD

CI

Cov

700

0.50

0.51
0.48

0.08
0.05

[0.35, 0.66]
[0.39, 0.58]

0.96

0.50

0.51
0.51

0.06

Yio

SD

Var.Comp.
1.02
0.33
-0.00
0.28

SD

CI

Cov

1.00
0.32
0.00
0.32

Var.Comp.
1.00
0.30
-0.00
0.29

0.02
0.05
0.03
0.05

[0.97,1.07]
[0.21,0.49]
[-0.06, 0.02]
[0.13,0.38]

0.98
0.92
0.62
0.72

Fixed

Random
Ge

To
o01

Ti

0.06

0.04
0.03
0.02
0.04

0.94

means and standarddeviationsresemblethe trueparametervalues. A small difference with the truevalue was obtainedin the sampleestimateof the parametert. It
can be statedthatthe trueposteriorstandarddeviationbetweenthe slope parameters
was underestimated.
The sampleestimateof thisparameterwas also underestimated
true
the
given
dependentvariable. The parameter 0o,representsthe covariance
between the randominterceptand randomslope parameter.The low coveragepercentage of this covarianceparameterwas caused by the relativelysmall posterior
standarddeviationsconcerningthe estimatesof t0o.The standarddeviationsof the
parameterestimatesregardingthe RIRTmodel are slightlyhigherin comparisonto
multilevelmodelparameterestimatesthatarebasedon the truedependentvariable.
The fixed parameterestimatesand the intraclasscorrelationcoefficientare significant. So, the multilevel analysis given the randomizedresponse data, using the
MCMCalgorithm,did resultin the exposureof the fixed andrandomgroupeffects
concerningthe latentunderlyingindividualcharacteristics.
Analyzing Cheating Behavior at a Dutch University
Detecting fraudis difficult,and educationalorganizationsare often not willing
to expend the effort requiredto get to the bottom of cheating cases. On the other
hand, studentcheatingandplagiarismbecome importantproblemswith the rising
possibilities of ways to cheat on exams. The introductionof mobile phones and
handheldcomputershas led to high-techcheatingwith web-equippedcell phones
or handheldorganizers.Today, with the latest developed mobiles, text messages
or photographsof test questionsareeasily send to others.In 2002, a studywas done
to assess cheatingbehaviorof studentsat a Universityin the Netherlands.The main
targetswere to investigatethe numberof studentscommittingfraud,theirreasons,
and the differentways studentscheat on exams.
A sample of studies was drawnfrom which a stratifiedsample of studentswas
drawnso thatdifferentstudieswere representedproportionalto theirtotal number
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of students.The studentsreceived an e-mail in which they were asked to cooperate. The forced alternativemethodwas explainedin the e-mail to gain the respondents' confidence, so that they were willing to participateand also to answer
truthfully.A Web site was developedcontainingquestionsconcerningcheatingon
exams and assignments.Each item was a statement,and respondentswere asked
whetherthey agreedor disagreedwith it. When a studentvisited the Web site, an
on-Webdice serverrolledtwo dice beforea questioncould be answered.The result
of both rolls determinedif the studentwas compelled to answer "yes," when the
sum of the outcomes were two or three,to say "no"when the sum was twelve, or
to answerthe sensitive question,in the othercases. In fact, a forced response was
automaticallygiven because it is known that some respondentsfind it difficult to
be compelled to lie (see Fox & Tracy, 1986). The forced response techniquewas
implementedwithpl = 3/4 andp2 = 2/3.
The items asked were divided in threegroups:investigatingways, frequencies,
and reasons to commit fraud. The responses to the set of items contained more
informationthancheatingbehaviorof the respondents.Therefore,the responsesto
the items thatwere assumedto measurethe underlingattitude,cheatingbehavior,
were selected. It was investigated,by means of an item analysis, that a subset of
20 items reflecteda single underlyingcharacteristicand formedan internallyconsistent scale. The total numberof respondents(698) were divided over J = 7 differentstudies,thatis, ComputerScience (CS), Educationalscience andtechnology
(EST), Philosophyof Science (PS), MechanicalEngineering(ME), PublicAdministration and Technology (PAT), Science and Technology (ST), and Applied
CommunicationScience (ACS).
Frequenciesat the item level of cheatingcan be given from a classical analysis
of the RR data (Warner,1965). In summary,about 25% of the respondentshave
once cheated on an exam. However, almost 55% of the studentsadmit that they
have observedcheating.To obtainmore informationat the item level andto investigate group mean differences,the RIRT model was estimatedgiven the RR data
to the set of 20 items. VariousRIRT models were estimated,and each model was
identifiedby fixingthe scale of the latentattitude,with meanzero andvarianceone.
Each MCMCprocedurecontained50,000 iterationsand a burn-inperiodof 5,000
iterations.Convergenceof the MCMCchainswas checkedusing the standardconvergence diagnosticsfrom the BOA program.Plots of the runs and the diagnostic
tests suggested a convergenceof the MCMCchains.
In Figure 6, the top figure presents the estimatedposteriordistributionof the
latentattitudesof the respondentstowardscheating.The 10 studentswith the lowest score on this attitudescale areCS studentsandthe 10 highest scores correspond
to six EST, two PAT, and two ACS students.In fact, all studentscan be ordered
with respectto this attitudescale. The bottomfigurepresentsthreeitem characteristic functions(ICF).Each functionspecifies the probabilityof a positive response
given the value of the latent attitude. The probability of a positive response
increasesas the level of the latentattitudeincreases.The threeICFs concernitems
about ways of cheating. The respondents were asked if they engaged in these
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FIGURE6. Latentattitudedistributionand three item characteristic curves about ways
of cheating.
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specific forms of cheating.Just5% of the respondentsgave a positive responseon
Item 1, "Duringan examination,received answersfrom other studentsby signaling." Item 12, "Copiedan answerby looking at anotherstudent'stest paper,"was
positively answeredby 24% of the respondents.The ICF of Item 12 shows that,
given the overall mean level of the attitude,the probabilityof a positive response
is about 17%.This probabilityis about32% for Item 17, "Used forbiddenmaterials, as a crib note, duringan exam."So, almost one thirdof the studentshave once
used a cribnote, andthis seems to be the most popularmethod.As a matterof fact,
this is in line with otherresearchesregardingcheating (Cizek, 1999).
Differences in GroupMeans
Interestwas focused on investigatingdifferences in group mean attitudesand
proportions.First,it was investigatedif the meanproportionof positive responses
differed across studies. In specific, Item 17, describedabove, and Item 10, "Written additionalinformationin a reference book that was permittedfor answering
questions,"were considered.The RIRT model was extended with Equation5 for
k = 10 and k = 17, to investigate if the group mean probabilitiesof a positive
response differed.
In Figure7, the estimatedrandomgroupeffects for Item 10 andItem 17 areplotted with CIs. For both items, the realized group mean probabilitiesare given in
parenthesis.The labels of the groups include, in parenthesis,the numberof students.It is remarkablethatfar less positive responseswere given by ComputerScience students.It could be thatthese studentsdid not trustthe methodbuild within
a Web site, but no evidence was found to substantiatethis. So, the probabilityof
studentsusing a cheat sheet or other forbiddenmaterialvaries across studies and
is particularlow for ComputerScience students.The intraclasscorrelationcoefficients are .34 and .38, with 95%credibleintervals[.16, .52] and [.18, .58], for Items
10 and 17, respectively. So, the fraction of the total variance in the individual
response probabilities,attributableto the groupingof studentsin classes, is quite
large for both items.
Anotherimportantquestionwas if cheatingbehaviorof the studentsvariedover
studies. The differences in attitudesacross studies was analyzed with a random
effects model.The attitudesof the studentswerebrokendownin a contributionfrom
the group,yo+ uj anda deviationfor each studentfromthe group'scontribution,eij,
=
Oij yo+ Uj+ ej,

(8)

where both residuals, uj and e11,are assumed to be independent.Furthermore,uj
is normally distributedwith variance o2 and e,3normally distributedwith variance o2. Therefore,yo is the general mean, and uj is the contributionof the group
indexed j to the attitudesof the studentsbelonging to it. In Table 2 on page 206
the parameterestimatesaregiven. The overallmeanof the attitudes,yo,equalszero
due to scaling.The intraclasscorrelationcoefficientis around.17, with a 95%credible interval(.04, .30). This meansthataround17%of the totalvariance,becauseof
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TABLE2
RandomEffectsANOVAof Students'CheatingBehaviorNested WithinStudies

RIRTModel
FixedEffects
Y0

RandomEffects
Ge

ou

Coefficient
-0.02
VarianceComponent
0.95
0.42

SD

CI

0.17

[-0.36, 0.32]

SD

CI

0.06
0.14

[0.88,1.00]
[0.16,0.70]

individual differences in cheating behavior, can be explained by class differences. The largest difference in attitudesis between the ComputerScience and
EducationalScience andTechnology students.The realized groupmean attitude,
on a standardnormalscale, of CS studentsis -.73, and .27 for EST students.This
reveals itself in different group mean probabilities. For example, the realized
estimatedprobabilityof a positive response to Item 12 is .04 for CS studentsand
.23 for EST students.
Studiesaboutstudentscheatingoften consideredwhethermale studentsaremore
likely to cheat than female students.It is generallybelieved that female students
have a greatertendency to follow rules and fear the consequences should they be
caught. On the other hand, female studentsmay have a growing sense that they
must cheat to compete with male students,especially in male-dominatedclasses.
The RIRT model, extended with a randomeffects model, was used to investigate
gender effects on cheatingbehaviortakingaccountfor the effect thatthe students
are nested in studies. The randomeffects model in Equation8 was extendedwith
explanatoryvariableMale,
Oij=yo+ y1Malei+ uj+ eij,

(9)

where Male was coded as 0 for female studentsand 1 for male students.Table 3
gives the parameterestimatesobtainedfromthe MCMCalgorithm.The mean attitude of the female students,Yo,is zero, because the scale of the latentattitudewas
fixed with mean 0 and variance 1. The effect of Male is slightly negative, indicating that male studentsare less likely to cheat, but the effect is not significant.
It can be concluded that the group mean attitudestoward cheating of male students and female studentsdo not differ.
In conclusion, not "everyone'sdoing it," but about 25% of the studentsadmitted they have once cheatedon an exam. The analysiswiththe RIRTmodel revealed
that cheatingbehaviorvaried across studies, and that ComputerScience students
are less likely to cheat. Furthermore,proportionof positive responsesto the use of
forbidden materialsalso varied over classes, in specific, EST students are most
likely to use forbiddenmaterials.
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TABLE3
Students'CheatingBehaviorRelated to Genderwith the InterceptVarying
Between Studies

RIRTModel
FixedEffects
70
71(Male)

RandomEffects
Qe

yu

Coefficient

SD

CI

0.01

0.05

[-0.09, 0.01]

0.21

[-0.49, 0.33]

SD

CI

-0.07

VarianceComponent
0.94
0.43

0.06
0.15

[0.92,1.03]
[0.15, 0.71]

Discussion
Individual attitudes can be estimated when the probability on a positive
response, regardingthe sensitive question, is modeled by an IRT model. An attitude of an individual toward a sensitive topic can be estimated while obtaining
privacy regardingits individualanswers. This also makes it possible to compare
meangroupattitudesandto orderrespondentson a scale, withoutknowingthe true
individual answers. The incorporationof an IRT model opens the possibility for
other statisticalanalyses, such as a one-way classificationor multilevel analyses.
That is, the IRT model based on RR data can be extended to allow for a nesting
of the respondentsin groupsand explanatoryvariablesconcerningcharacteristics
of the respondentsor groups. ANOVA could be interesting for comparing proportionsof respondentsthat are cheating conditionalon some groupingvariable,
gender, socioeconomic status or level of education, without asking respondents
directly sensitive questions.
All parameterscan be estimated simultaneously using the Gibbs sampler.
MCMC can be used for computing the true responses, and results in an easy to
implement procedure.Furtheranalyses are straightforward,given the sampled
parametervalues. This in contrastto earlierwork on Bayesian inference of randomized response data that results in posteriordistributionsthat are not easy to
work with, involves heavy computations,or rely on approximations(see, e.g.,
Migon & Tachibana,1997; Winkler& Franklin,1979). The implementationof the
MCMCalgorithmcan be extendedto performcertainmodel checks. Checkingthe
model assumptionsis an importantproblem.Withinthe Bayesian framework,posterior predictive checks can provide informationregardingthe global fit of the
model and specific diagnostics can be developed to check such assumptions as
local independence,heteroscedasticity,and autocorrelation.Furtherresearchwill
focus on this issue.
The RR method is meant for dichotomous responses but can be extended to
polytomous responses using a nominal response model, when there is no a priori ordering of the categories, or a graded response model, when the available
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categories can be ordered.Then, using the forced alternativemethod, the correspondingrandomizationdevice should be set up in such a way thatwith probability p a trueresponseis given, andwith probability1 -p, a forcedresponseis given
in one of the responsecategorieswith a certainprobability.Respondentsmay feel
that their answers to (sensitive) questions cannot always be capturedby true or
false. In practice,items with a five-pointLikertresponseformatfrom "1 = strongly
disagree"to "5 = strongly agree"are frequentlyused in educationaland psychological measurement.
The posterior variance of the estimated latent characteristichas two components. One is the usual sampling variance associated with the truthfulresponses.
The otheris the additionalvariancecaused by the uncertaintyassociated with the
randomizedresponses. The RR method only works, in the Warnermodel, when
the probabilityof asking the sensitive question is not equal to 1/2. The posterior
variance of the estimates can be large when this value is close 1/2 and will be
smallest for values nearzero or one, providedthatthe sample size is largeenough.
On the other hand, to gain the respondents' confidence, the probabilitythat the
sensitive question is chosen cannot be so high as to arouse suspicion. There is a
certaintrade-offin obtaining honest answers and efficient estimates when using
the traditionalrandomizedresponsetechnique.The basic idea behindthe RR technique is thatthe respondentmust believe thathis or her answercannotbe incriminating. However, when applying the RIRTmodel, inferencescan be made at the
individuallevel. So, the subjectwill probablynot cooperatewhen he or she fully
understandsthis new RIRT model analysis. This paradoxcomplicates the effectiveness of the RIRTmodel because the methodis inventedfor obtainingtruthful
answers. Perhaps it is better for researchers to explain only the randomized
response model to the respondentsto keep them motivated and to keep this new
powerful statisticalmethod intact.
Appendix: MCMC Implementation
The parametersare sampled using augmented data. First, nonobserved true
item responses are sampledgiven observed item responsesand parametervalues.
Second, latent continuous true item responses are sampled given the augmented
nonobservedtrueitem responsesandparametervalues. Third,the parametervalues
are sampledgiven the augmentedcontinuoustrueitem responses.
Latent Variables
The respondents,indexed ij, respondto the k = 1, ... , K items. The probability
of a positive true response to item k of respondentij, is modeled by the normal
ogive model, and definedin Equation2. The nonobservedtrue item responses,7,
are sampledgiven the observations,y, and values for the model parameters.
* Using Warner's RR technique: The probability p is known a priori and
only affects the precision of the parameterestimates. It can be seen, with the use
of Figure 1, that the true nonobserveditem responses are Bernoulli distributed.
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where K defines the success probabilityof the Bernoulli distributionand 7tijkthe
probabilityon a truepositive response.
* Using the unrelated-questiontechnique:Here,pi, andp2 areknown a priori.
Again, the nonobserved true item responses are Bernoulli distributed. From
Figure 2 it follows that, after rearrangingterms,
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The realizationsof the augmenteddata,Y, can be used to sample the normalogive
parameters.To implementthe Gibbs samplerfor the normalogive model, Albert
(1992) augmentsthe databy introducingindependentrandomvariablesZijk,latent
continuoustrueitem responses,which areassumedto be normallydistributedwith
can be
mean akOi- bk, and varianceequal to one. The augmentedobservationYijk
interpretedas an indicator that the continuous variable with normal density is
above or below zero. It follows that
Zijk

and

I ijk,
Oij, ak, bk

.

(A3)

(akOij - bk, 1),

=
>
Yijk I(Zik 0).
Parameters

Assumingindependencebetweenthe item difficultyanddiscriminationparameter simplifies the choice of the priorbecause independentsets of parametersmay
be considered separately.A noninformativepriorfor the difficulty and discriminationparameter,which ensuresthateach item will have a positive discrimination
index, leads to the simultaneousnoninformativeproperprior
K

p(t) = p(a)p(b)

oc
k=1

I (ak > O) I (ak,

bk

E

),

(A4)

where a is a sufficientlylarge boundedinterval,in the example .A = [-100, 100].
Let Zk denote the continuous augmented true item responses to item k of all
respondents,and 0 denote all attitudeparameters.Let gk= (ak, bk), it follows that
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where H = [0, -1] and (k is the usual least squaresestimatorfollowing from the
linearregressionfrom ZkOn0 (Albert, 1992).
The respondentsare assumed to be divided over J groups. When explanatory
variablesareavailable,the latentattitudesaremodeledas a functionof Level 1 and
Level 2 predictor variables. Here, the full conditional of the latent attitude is
described. The full conditional of the respondents' 0 is specified by the linear
regression of Z on 0, with discriminationparametersa as the regression coefficients, and the linear regressionof 0 on the Level 1 characteristics,with random
regression coefficients p and varianceparametero,2.The attitudeparametersare
distributedas a mixtureof normaldistributions,and the full conditionalis again
normallydistributed.Let X containthe Level 1 characteristics,it follows that

Zij, jk, j,
Oij

2

+

2
+-1

V-1

(A6)

2

,

where
K

-1

and 0i is the least squaresestimatorfollowing from the regressionof Zj + b on a.
The posteriormean of Equation(A6) has the form of a shrinkageestimator,as the
sampling variancev of O, increases, the relatively weight of Xijp increases. This
means that informativeLevel 1 characteristicsincrease the precision of the attitude estimates. The full conditionalsof the randomeffect or the multilevel model
parametersare described in, among others, Fox and Glas (2001), Seltzer, et al.
(1996), and Zeger and Karim(1991). In this article,propernoninformativepriors
were used. A priorfor the varianceat Level 1, o , was specified in the form of an
inverse-gamma(IG) distributionwith shape and scale parameters,(n0o2,noSo/2),
and no = 0.0001, So = 1. An inverse Wishartprior distributionfor the variance
parameterat Level 2 was specifiedwith small degrees of freedom,but greaterthan
the dimension of pj. A normaldistributedpriorfor the fixed effects was specified
with a large varianceparameter.
ConsiderEquation5, where it is of interestto test the groupmean proportions
of positive responsesper item. With the introductionof the augmentedvariablesZ,
Equation5 can be writtenas a randomeffects model,
+
Zijk= k

+ Eijk

(A7)

'k

with Cjk%.(0, oj), andE1ijk
- •TN(0, ). FromEquationA7, it follows thatCjk,with
n1respondentsin groupj, is normallydistributedwith parameters,
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where zjkis the group mean of the individual augmented zijkvalues. Inverse-gamma
prior distributions with no = .0001, So = 1, were specified for the variance parameters, o~, and ,2. The full conditional of the random effects regression parameters,
Pk, T2 and ,2,can be found in Gelman, Carlin, Stern, and Rubin (2004, pp. 390-392).
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